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Let O be a complete ranking of A made with a procedure
that u~es a cr .The basic idea is to consider each k member of
the group asia criteria of a new multicriteria problem, in this
case the group problem. The comparison of the altematives

by the new criteria considers the incoming information from
two significant elements: a) The values cr (a,a') y cr (a',a), y

b) the relative position of projects a kd a' in kO .For

modelling the SDM preferences, we introduc~ two
parameters A and J3 that serve as limits. We assume that A

(O<A<I) exists, such that if cr (a,a')~A the SDM conforms
with the statement "In the abse~ce of any other information,
this is a sufficient reason to think that a is as good as a' from
the point ofview ofthe k member." We assume that J3 exists,
such that if cr (a,a')~A-J3 the SDM conforms with the

statement "In t~e absence of any other information, action a
is not as good as a' from the point ofview ofthe k member."

In the interval of (A-J3~cr ~A) the SDM has doubts about the

outranking. Analyzing th~ dimension of cr , 9 different zones
k

were observed:

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

O" (a',a)~A-13, A-13<O" (a,a')<A

O"k(a',a)~A,O" (a,a')~;.-13
k k

O" (a,a')~A-13, A-13<O" (a',a)<A

O"k(a',a)~A-13, O" (a,a"~A-13
k k

Let u: A~N be a function defined as u (a)=card(B)+1

wher~ B={a E A: a is ranked worse th~ ~ in O }. In (b),

the SDM co~siders ~y default the followihg 5 kdifferent

situations:

u (a) » u (a'): This representation is for the case where

a~tion a iskranked in the first positions while a' is one of

the worst ranked actions (this classification is defined

by the SDM which can take into account the opinion of

the k member.

u (a) > u (a'): This representation is for the case where
a~tion a i~ ranked better than a " but the previous situation

does not happen.
u (a) = u (a'): Actions a and a' are ranked in the same

p~sition ~r their difference is minimal.
u (a') > u (a).

k k
u (a') » u (a).

k k
II.

m.

N.

V

Using the binary relations: Strict Preference (P), Weak
Preference (Q), Indifference (I) and Incomparability (R)
defined by Roy (Roy, 1996) the SDM expresses its
preferences in the following matrix:

O" (a,a')~A, O" (a',a)~A
k k

O" (a,a')~A, A-f3<O" (a',a)<A

O"(a,a')~A,O" (a',a~~A-f3
k k

O" (a',a)~A, A-f3<O" (a,a')<A
k k

A-f3<O"c(a,a')<A, A-f3<O", (a',a)<A

Preferences Matrix

concordance with aS a', Actor k is in discordance with the
statement with aS a'~ Actor k belongs to the veto coalition
V(aS a') ir and o~ly ir the rollowing two conditions are
satistfed: (i) u (a') » u (a) (ii)cr (a',a)-cr (a,a')~13, Actor k

belongs to thekimcompaiability c~alition t(aR a') ir aR a',
G k

5.2 A fuzzy outranking relation that

integrales Ihe SDM preferences

We define a weighted binary relation in a similar manner

as ELECTRE III (Roy, 1990) built it.

Preliminarv definitions.- Action a outrank action a' from
the point or view or actor k ( constrained to the outranking

relation aS a') ir and only ir aP a', aQ a' or al a', according
th k d .c k k 1 k k .to e correspon mg prelerence matr1x e ement. Actor lS

in concordance with the statement aS a' (where S is the

group outranking) irand only iraS a'.t(aS a') dengtes the
concordance coalition, the setKor acto~s that are in

The concorda-n-c~index

The role ofthe different actor (criteria) is not necessarily
the same from the point ofview ofthe SDM. The importance
of the j-th criteria is taken into account through two

independent factors: its importance coefficient w >O and its
.jveto capaclty .
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The power of the veto coalition

The veto condition is given by the number and/or the importance ofthe actors that belong to V(aS a'). Let v be the number

of voteS' that the SDM assigns to the j-th group member. Assume that i denotes a common memberGnot relatdd to the group;

therefore, without generality loss, v is equal to I. Let N be the number of votes that the SDM considers necessary to make

valid the statement aS a'. The disc~rdance index is defined as:

LVj
V(aSGa')

/ Nv Lvj~Nv
V(aSGa')

SI

(2)d(a,a')'

1 .the other mode

The incomparabilitv coalition
The decision is considered val id only if one important part of the group votes in an effective manner. We propose the

comparability index in the following manner:

IWj-

M'

IWj
C(aRGa')

'Iw

M'

~w.>L,,¡ J-

M'

IWj
C(aRGa')

81

(3)r(a,a'

LWj<
M'

LWj

C(aRGa')
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The fuzzv relation ELECTRE-GQ an individual p that are not "well ordered" in reference.to

S '-. An individual p is plausible ifu(p )=O and not plausible if

utp»O. It is clear and it appears natural to define that the

inadaptability function takes a minimum value of 0 if and

only if the solution is plausible. Each one of the individual

p's can be represented by a triad ofvalues f, u and A.

The preceding indexes allow us to define a fuzzy outranking
relation for group decision making in the following manner:

O" :AXA~[0,l]

O"G(a,a')=C(a,a'). (l-d(a,a')). r(a,a')
w~ere C(a,a'), d(a,a'), r(a,a') are given by (1), (2) and (3).
O" must be interpreted as a credibility value for the group

of tge statement "a is at least as good as a ", in reference to

the SDM preferences.
7 Examples and Applications of the

Method

To prove that the genetic algorithm can be used as a method
to obtain a ranking hypothetical examples where generated
(fuzzy binary relations) and the results where compared with
those obtained from other methods created for the same
purpose. Decisive elements where found that allow claiming

the superiority of our method (Leyva and Femandez, 1999).
The used method to obtain the group ranking was compared
against PROMETHEE with an application presented in

(Macharis et al., 1998); the results clearly benefit our

proposes solution.

8 Conclusions and Recommendations

According to the empirical tests and comparisons
performed with other methods, the work developed here
supports a new reliable tool of multicriteria decision analysis
bllsed on genetic algorithms that help a group of decision
makers reach a consensus. Possible future lines of research

and development are the following:
i. Search of genetic algorithm properties as a ranking

method,
ii. Analysis, design and development of a GDSS whose

nucleus is the method proposed here to be used in a

first phase in a "Computarized Room Decision"
driven by a facilitator. In a second phase there is

development of a client-server version that allows

the Decision Makers to be placed in different places
and to be installed in Internet o in an Intranet.

iii. Variants ofthe genetic algorithm that allow finding
multicriteria information automatically for the

problem ofindividual and group ranking.
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6 Genetic AIgorithms

The developed algorithm allows us to exploit a fuzzy

outranking relation with the purpose ofbuilding a prescription
for the problem of ranking a set of altematives or potential
actions. A potential solution for this problem is a ranking of

the potential action in order of decreasing preferences. These
actions (genes) are joined to form a chain of values

(chromosomes). The chromosome is represented as a chain
whose symbols belong to an n-th alphabet, where n is the
number of action in the decision problem. A coded action
with a value of a in the i-th input of the chain means that the
coded action wit1I the value a is ranked in the i-th position
in order, in addition, a is pr~~erred to a if i<j, where a E

A={a ,a ,...,a },i=l,l,...~h,and[k ,k ,...,k fisapermutationk~f
[1,2,.!.,nl. Each individual is assobiated tonanumber A(O~A~l)
that is directly associated with the credibility level of a crisp.

outranking relation defined upon the set of potential actions.
The adaptability measure of an individual is divided in two;
an adaptability function and an inadaptability function. The

adaptability function f of an individual p with the credibility
level A is defined in the fol1owing manner: Let p=a a ...a
b h h .. f h h kl k2 f kn

e t e SC ematlc representatlon o t e c romosome o an

individual and assume that a and a are two actions such that

cr(a ,a) ;o:A and cr(a ,a) ~X-~ (~~O, representing a limit),
the¡bf~re we agree ttiatki,a outranks a " (a SA a) and "a

does not outrank a " (a khsA ). In fhe c~se of the crisp

outranking relation gener~ted by~, S A, a preference in favor
of a is assumed. A

T6erefore:f(p)=I{(a ,a ):a nSa anda nSa i=I,2,...,n-

1, j=2,3,...,n, i<j}1 wh~rekj[k ~ ,...,f< ] is ~ pe&utation of
1 2 n

[1,2,...,n].
f(p) is the number of incomparabilitjes between the pairs

of actions (a ,a) in the individual p=a a ...a in reference
.ki kj .kl k2 kn

to the cnsp relatlon S A.

The inadaptability u 'i>f an individual p measures the amount

of infactibility (in re1ative terms) and is defined in the

fol1owing manner:

u(p)=1 {(a ,a ):a Sa anda nSa ;i=1,2,...,n,j=I,2,...,n,
.. }1 kikj ki kj kj ki
I>J .

u(p) is the number of preferences between the actions of
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